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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This thesis examines the controversy surrounding the renaming of a street for Martin 

Luther King, Jr. in the city of Zephyrhills, Florida in 2003-2004. By paying close 

attention to the language deployed during a series of contentious city council meetings, 

the thesis traces how Zephyrhills' divisive history and neoliberal spatial order kept white 

residents from grappling with the city's legacy of racism, inequality, residential 

segregation, and the memory of the Civil Rights movement. Ultimately, it reveals 

Americans' limited capacity to recognize and discuss race in the post-Civil Rights era. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 Irene Smith jostled her way through the throng. Stepping up to the microphone, 

she declared, “I stand firm that I don’t want my street name changed to 'Martin Luther 

King [Jr.] Avenue.'” Straining to be heard over a crescendo of boos and applause, she 

pressed on. “I do not understand how the council could allow someone from outside the 

city to come in…and cause this commotion. It disrupts my private life.”
1
 

 Smith was but one of a restive crowd of over 250 people that packed into the 

Zephyrhills, Florida City Hall on a hot and humid Monday night in April 2004. They had 

come to debate a motion that would rescind the city council's November 2003 decision to 

rename Sixth Avenue after King. In a series of impassioned speeches, residents and city 

council members from this small city, 35 miles northeast of Tampa, contested the merits 

of honoring the slain civil rights leader. 

 The controversy began seven months earlier when 79-year-old African-American 

resident Irene Dobson wrote a letter asking the city council to rename the street.
2
 A 

mixed-use, two-lane road, Sixth Avenue runs through a primarily white residential area 

until it crosses the CSX railroad tracks along the eastern edge of the city; there, it enters a 

historically black neighborhood.
3
 In October 2003—inspired by the fortieth anniversary 

of King's “I Have a Dream” speech—Dobson thought it was high time that the city 

acknowledge the “contributions African-Americans have made to this community and to 

the United States” by “honor[ing] the late civil rights leader.”
 4 

Her appeal proved 

persuasive. Two weeks later, the city council voted in favor of the renaming, 4-1.  



 

 

2 

 

The public outcry was swift and fierce. Immediately after the announcement, 

home and business owners along the newly-christened Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue 

circulated petitions protesting the change. Hundreds of local residents signed. The debate 

soon spilled out of the city council meetings, into the press, the polls and the street.
5  

Undoubtedly, Dobson was inspired by the hundreds of other municipalities across the 

United States that have renamed a street for Martin Luther King, Jr. since his 

assassination in 1968. The practice not only commemorates King’s legacy, but also serves 

as a venue for African-American communities to assert their political clout as they take 

part in a memorial practice long denied to them. Street renaming, as cultural geographer 

Derek Alderman argues, provides a “physically permanent memorial” that attests to “a 

shift in the racialized balance of power between whites and blacks as well as racial 

progress within communities.”
6
 In petitioning to rename a central thoroughfare in 

Zephyrhills, Irene Dobson sought to accomplish all of those goals. 

However, naming a street after King remains a fraught process—not only in 

Zephyrhills, but in cities and town across the nation. Scholars argue that these struggles 

constitute an important spatial dimension in the ongoing struggle for racial equality. As 

their work has shown, renaming controversies “illustrate the important yet contentious 

ways in which race, place, and memory intersect through the American landscape.” 

Indeed, these debates almost always expose racial fault lines within the community, 

especially when the proposed renaming would run across—and seemingly transgress—

longstanding boundaries between racially segregated neighborhoods. As they fight to 

contain the reach of King’s name, whites who oppose renaming are also reinforcing 
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historic racial separations—or at least disavowing their personal responsibility to 

intervene.
7
 

All of that said, battles over commemoration still hold an even richer, unexamined 

value: as prisms through which to study Americans’ ability (or inability) to discuss the 

thorny issue of race in the post-post-Civil Rights era. Examining the Zephyrhills 

controversy, we begin to see the limits of that capacity.
 8

  

Throughout the debate, the largely white constituency that opposed the name 

change framed the renaming as an affront to their personal rights as private citizens. 

Defending their interests as taxpayers, as property owners, or as impartial stewards of the 

city's ordinances and its “historical character,” foes of renaming disavowed any racial ill-

will, even as they spoke out against the wishes of the city's African-American 

community.
9  

Instead, these residents operated under the presumption that “white was 

normal,” and “everything else was racialized.”
10

At least on one front, these residents 

were savvy: like most Americans, they understood it was unacceptable to mobilize 

blatantly racialized arguments at the start of the twenty-first-century. Indeed, they were 

immersed in an ethos of colorblindness, widely held after three decades of conservative 

politicians, liberal policy-makers and private businessmen alike had (for different 

reasons) proclaimed its value. This language was so ubiquitous, it had become 

normative—and in some cases, even invisible.
 11 

 

Zephyrhills’ white residents were captivated by—and captive of—of this 

ideology. They understood that in order to contest the renaming of Sixth Avenue, they 

would need to call upon claims of authority that preserved their identity as racially 
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unmarked private citizens, even if they defended privileges associated with whiteness. 

Thus, some who opposed renaming employed deracinated arguments as a feint for hidden 

racial animosities. Yet for other residents, colorblindness was not a rhetorical strategy, but 

a deeply-held ideology that rendered them blind to the importance of race. So accustomed 

were some of Zephyrhills’ white residents to post-racialism and race-blind 

neoliberalism—and so well schooled were they in colorblind language—that they simply 

could not publicly acknowledge the racial content of the controversy. It was impossible to 

countenance.  

Both groups—one doggedly using coded language to make implicitly racial 

arguments, and the other ideologically blinded to the persistent centrality of race—

committed themselves to preserving a “colorblind consensus,” an understanding that race 

was not available as a proper subject of public discourse. We find evidence of this 

impulse throughout the Zephyrhills debate: again and again, foes of the name change 

demanded that no one, white or black, discuss the issue in racial terms. Even select 

supporters of the renaming such as City Manager Steve Spina—people otherwise 

committed to fostering community unity and a positive resolution for the African 

American community— doggedly insisted that renaming “[wa]sn't a racial issue.” Those 

who did invoke race, and upset this fragile truce, were accused of trying to distract from 

putatively more important concerns: individual rights, property values, city statutes and 

historical preservation. Ignorant or willfully insensitive to the persistence of racial 

exclusion, those who opposed the renaming did all they could to keep race off the table. 

Yet they found themselves in a paradoxical situation. By positioning themselves as 
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colorblind, they were actually working to reinscribe long-standing racial boundaries that 

dated back to an era of overt discrimination.
12

 

This cognitive disjuncture speaks to a deep irony of post-post-Civil Rights 

America. Beginning in the early 1970s, the nation witnessed a seemingly incongruous 

rise of colorblind language (at least among whites) even as residential segregation 

persisted and, in some areas, intensified.
13

 As is well known, this spatial divide helped to 

reinforce and naturalize racial economic disparities. But it also served as a public 

pedagogy, fostering different visions of space and ways of representing it.
14

 Meanwhile, 

the rise of a colorblind ideology foreclosed on the possibilities for talking across this 

growing chasm. The consequences of this split quickly became evident in Zephyrhills, as 

citizens drew upon discourses that reproduced a new sort of racialized binary: one side 

stubbornly proclaiming its colorblindness, the other just as tenaciously arguing for the 

continued relevance of race.
 

Of course, race did still matter. Every aspect of the debate was saturated with it: 

the street was named for King; it cut across the railroad tracks, a historical racial divide in 

the city; Dobson and her supporters always positioned themselves as representatives of 

Zephyrhills’ African-American community. And allowing for scattered exceptions, the 

supporters and detractors of renaming broke along plainly racial fault lines. Home- and 

business-owners from the primarily white western section of Sixth Avenue almost 

universally fought the proposal. African-Americans widely supported renaming the street 

(or at least alternative ideas to rename a library or park). 
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These African-Americans, saddled with the quotidian burden of race, understood 

the inanity of colorblind rhetoric. Moreover, their position outside of the colorblind 

regime allowed them to invoke languages of race-based community solidarity, something 

whites could no longer do without facing charges of overt racism.
15

 When the time came 

to contest renaming in meetings at City Hall, Zephyrhills’ African-American residents 

summoned an array of arguments deeply informed by the lived reality of racial exclusion. 

They challenged the hegemonic colorblind consensus—which they saw as a cover for 

self-interest, localism and silent whiteness —with stories of discrimination and pleas for 

cross-racial communalism. Of course, it is important to remember that not all African-

Americans (particularly those of different class backgrounds and varying political 

orientations) shared a unified perception of race or articulate a similar vision for 

commemorating Dr. King.
16

 Yet by and large in Zephyrhills, African-Americans stood 

together to declare that race did matter.  But rather than meriting praise for their bravery, 

these were blamed for “playing the race card” or distracting from the purportedly more 

important issues of private ownership, historical preservation and property values.  

African-Americans had pushed against the fragile boundaries of the colorblind 

consensus; by invoking the language of race, they had destabilized the normal boundaries 

of public racial discourse. Yet even when this colorblind logic was exposed to scrutiny—

and exposed as nothing more than a chimera—foes of the name change still clung to it. 

The consensus did not shatter. White residents in Zephyrhills would not and could not use 

the language of race, even when discussing an issue that was impossible to understand 

apart from its racial dimension. Their commitment to colorblindness, well-intentioned or 
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not, pushed them to erase race from public discourse. Yet simultaneously, they reaffirmed 

its relevance by using it to divide the community and silence African-American self-

representations. 

In order to trace the contours of this seeming contradiction, we will have to attend 

closely to the words people in Zephyrhills used to debate renaming. We will also have to 

pay attention to what was not said—what was left unspoken, what meanings haunted the 

controversy but were never quite articulated. For as George Lipsitz argues—and the 

controversy in Zephyrhills reminds us—“one of the privileges of whiteness…is never 

having to speak its name.”
17
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CHAPTER 2 

 

ZEPHYRHILLS: A LEGACY OF RACIAL EXCLUSION 

 

 Zephyrhills, Florida is a small municipality of 11,000 residents, located in mostly 

rural Pasco County, about a forty-five minute drive north and east of downtown Tampa. 

In many ways, it is a prototypical Southern suburban city: sprawling subdivisions, 

historic clapboard homes, undeveloped pockets of scrubland and over 50 churches 

surround a quaint downtown business district. It has found a small measure of fame for 

its natural freshwater springs; Nestlé now owns the Zephyrhills Water brand, marketing it 

under the copyrighted slogan “Pure Water from a Pure Place.”
18

 

 Like much of the Floridian hinterland at the end of the nineteenth century, the 

area was devoted to commodity production—in Zephyrhills, that meant citrus, timber, 

turpentine and explosive powders for use in mining. In 1910, the city was formally 

incorporated by Captain Howard B. Jeffries as a retirement community for fellow Union 

veterans of the Civil War. (Somewhat ironically, Jeffries commanded an all-black unit, 

the 72
nd

 U.S. Colored Regiment, in that war.)
19

 

While Zephyrhills' African-American community remained small throughout the 

twentieth century, its labors were integral to the city's early prosperity. But just as in 

many other Southern communities, African-Americans were forced by their employers to 

live out on the fringes. Many worked for the Krusen Timber Company, which provided 

segregated quarters for its African-American employees on the eastern outskirts of town, 

on the far side of the railroad tracks. Later, more would labor at the dynamite factory 

owned by the Hercules Powder Company. It too mandated segregated housing, building a 
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small hamlet for its black workers—this time just outside the northeast edge of the city 

limits. Segregation was also enforced less formally by Zephyrhills’ residents: Lynda 

Perry recalled black families being “booted out” of town by whites intent on preserving 

the racial order. 
20

 Yet this burgeoning African-American community—which by the 

1920s formed a penumbra ringing the eastern edge of town—was barely noted by official 

mapmakers. A 1924 Sanborn Fire Insurance Company map of Zephyrhills failed to record 

any of their dwellings; only white-owned buildings in Zephyrhills' center were deemed 

worthy potential consumers of insurance and thus important objects of spatial 

knowledge.
21

  

Even after the end of legal segregation, Zephyrhills was slow to extend municipal 

services to the historically African-American neighborhood that sprung up in the area 

once occupied by the Krusen Timber Company’s stand of pine cabins. Yet in spite of their 

spatial remove and material disadvantages, black residents constructed a vibrant 

community life on the east side of the railroad tracks. During the 1930s, they converted 

one of the Krusen cabins (pictured) into a church and built another, the Macedonia 

Missionary Baptist Church, on an empty lot nearby.
22

 In the years after World War II, 

younger black students attended classes, taught by local women, in a ramshackle one-

room schoolhouse with no indoor plumbing.  Schools in Pasco County would remain 

segregated—with African-Americans continuing to be barred from Zephyrhills High—

until officials from the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare answered calls 

from community members like Irene Dobson demanding that the county integrate during 
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the late 1960s. (For decades, most students from this neighborhood had been bused to all-

black schools in nearby Clearwater and Dade City.)
23

 

 Unfortunately, echoes of Zephyrhills’ exclusionary vision of whiteness persisted 

well into the twenty-first century. Some still identified the historically-black 

neighborhood on the eastern edge of town in terms borrowed from the era of formal 

segregation: According to local historian Nick Linville, many older residents refer to this 

area as “the quarters.”
24

 The language of municipal celebrations, too, bore the mark of a 

city used to seeing itself as uniformly white. In March 2003, the city chose “Cracker 

Heritage” as the theme for its annual Founder's Day parade and festival (“cracker” being 

a term for poor, rural, usually Southern whites). But Zephyrhills’ African-Americans were 

not content to let the city to exclude them from this public commemoration: several wrote 

letters to local newspapers expressing their dismay. In Lynda Johnson's eyes, formal 

recognition of Zephyrhills' white history was superfluous, as “every waking day in this 

city, Cracker heritage is celebrated.” Johnson thought that the choice of themes proved 

that “racism and prejudicial treatment…ru[n] rampant.” In a show of defiance, African-

Americans held a counter-celebration of “Black History” at a separate site.
25

 These 

dueling visions of city history—one lily-white, the other boldly multi-racial— evince the 

persistent legacy of residential segregation in Zephyrhills. 

  Of course, it is important to remember that the after-effects of racialized 

exclusion had very real material consequences for residents on both sides of the 

historically divisive railroad tracks. These economic and social service disparities would 

later serve as background for the struggle over renaming Sixth Avenue. The area along 
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Sixth Avenue on the far side of the CSX railroad tracks—near the former site of cabins 

housing Krusen's black employees—had long been underserved by city services. Until 

2001, this neighborhood still had unpaved dirt roads, no streetlights and no police 

presence. Indeed, this area had been intentionally left unincorporated outside the 

boundaries of the city—a practice called “underbounding”—even if its existence predated 

several adjacent housing developments.
26

 As shown on the inset map, this space is almost 

entirely circumscribed by Zephyrhills’ eastern boundary, which has expanded in recent 

decades as developers petitioned to join their subdivisions to the city. In 2004, the city 

considered incorporating the area, a step that would provide increased municipal services 

in return for higher taxes. Yet many of the neighborhood’s long-time homeowners were 

unwilling to sacrifice their autonomy, pay higher taxes or jeopardize their area’s sense of 

close-knit community. Lacking vocal support in the neighborhood—and facing concerns 

in the city council over the associated costs—the issue of annexation was soon dropped.
27

  

Beyond the lack of municipal services and basic infrastructure, the values of 

homes in this nearly all-black neighborhood (named “Otis Moody” after the lone mid-

century real estate developer who was willing to sell to blacks) remained lower when 

compared to similar houses on the west side of the railroad tracks.
28

 Surveying the 

assessed values of homes along the stretch of Sixth Avenue that crosses the railroad 

tracks, one finds that those on the historically black eastern side have a value of $36.56 

per square foot. Those on the western side are valued at an average of $50.96 per square 

foot—almost 40 percent higher.
29

 Whites would later bring this long-standing legacy of 

economic inequality to bear when debating the merits of renaming. 
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Irene Dobson understood those inequalities all too well. She had lived on the east 

side of the tracks, in Otis Moody, for almost half a century. She was at the center of 

earlier civil rights activism—first working to integrate Zephyrhills High School, where 

her son would be one of the first to enroll. Later, she succeeded in persuading the city to 

clear derelict buildings and pave streets in her neighborhood. Yet in spite of all these 

efforts—to say nothing of the end of de jure segregation, the passage of sweeping civil 

rights legislation and public paeans to equality and colorblindness—Zephyrhills' 

underlying racial tensions were far from over at the dawn of the twenty-first century. 

Decades of spatial exclusion had bred in Zephyrhills a particular set of understandings 

bound up in visions of privately-owned “white” spaces. Irene Dobson's call to rename 

Sixth Avenue would be seen as an intolerable challenge to that exclusory worldview. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

THE PROPOSAL 

 

 In October 2003, Dobson called upon the city council to recognize the long-

marginalized African-American community by renaming Sixth Avenue after Martin 

Luther King, Jr., one of her “life inspirations.”
30

 At the city council meeting on October 

13, she reminded the council that many other cities had made amends for decades of 

intolerance by memorializing King. Speaking on behalf of “the African-American 

community,” Dobson averred that the “time is right to bring this recognition to 

Zephyrhills.”
31

 Along with her letter, she submitted three pages of signatures, mostly 

from African-Americans who endorsed her proposal.
32

 

 Council members quickly lined up on either side of the name change issue. 

Councilwoman Elizabeth Geiger—a descendant of one of Zephyrhills' earliest white 

settler families—applauded the idea. She lamented that the council hadn't thought to 

honor an African-American figure sooner, “before people thought it was necessary to 

write a letter.” City Manager Steve Spina, leafing through the attached petition, noted that 

the signatories were all people he had known since high school and were active members 

of the community.
 33

 

 On the other hand, Mayor Cliff McDuffie (who held a non-voting seat on the 

council) voiced what would become a common refrain for the doggedly colorblind anti-

renaming forces: an unwillingness to disrupt Zephyrhills' historic street numbering 

scheme. While McDuffie grew up in Tampa, which had, as he described it, a 

“hodgepodge” of “names on roads, places, people, events—that kind of thing,” he much 
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admired the order and rationality of a grid system. “If you start naming your streets after 

anyone, you lose that element. You get lost.”
 
In the coming months, McDuffie and other 

opponents of the name change would defend the sanctity of the grid again and again. By 

April, Councilwoman Celia Graham (a renaming supporter) had heard the argument so 

many times that she took to calling it—with no small dose of sarcasm—“the ‘holy 

grid.’”
34  

 The city council decided to postpone the final decision for two weeks in order to 

run it by the county government and the U.S. Postal Service. City Manager Steve Spina 

also anticipated that residents would want to debate the measure. He suggested that the 

city hold an open forum at the end of the two weeks for citizens to voice their opinions 

before the council voted on renaming. After the initial meeting, one hundred residents 

and businesses along Sixth Avenue received letters by mail notifying them of the 

prospective change. Accounts of the council meeting also appeared in local papers; the 

widely-read St. Petersburg Times even published an editorial in favor of renaming.
35

 By 

the night of the city council forum—Monday, October 27—the city was abuzz with 

anticipation.  

 That evening, the city council meeting became a public venue for Zephyrhills 

residents to share their feelings on the name change proposal, Resolution #536-03. Those 

opposing the change—who, without exception, were white—drew upon language that 

would shape the controversy for months to come.
36

 Wholly denying that the issue might 

have a racial component, they couched their protests in terms of individual prerogative 

and choice, the cost of the name change to taxpayers, and calls to preserve the historic 
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character of the city and its numeric street grid. Throughout, they policed the boundaries 

of the colorblind consensus by downplaying or discounting altogether the significance of 

race. On the other hand, those who supported commemorating King responded with 

appeals of a very different sort, all deeply informed by race. Specifically, they argued for 

a vision of Zephyrhills’ history filled with the marginalization and exclusion of African-

Americans. 

 Many who spoke against renaming that night thought that the proposal trampled 

upon their personal rights to choose and maintain a certain type of residential ideal. 

Together, they called upon a neoliberal language of ownership rights and residential 

privatism to articulate their opposition to renaming. Susan Truax—who lived on Sixth 

Avenue, about a half-mile west of the railroad tracks that divided the predominantly 

white city center from the overwhelmingly African-American Otis Moody subdivision—

argued that “it was my choice to live on Sixth.” It was not her responsibility to alter her 

way of life. “I don't want to change,” she said. Gail McCarthy agreed, asking, “Why 

should we accept change if we don’t want to?” Others railed against the supposed 

incursion upon their personal property rights in more explicit terms. Ben Youmans of 

Sixth Avenue argued that “this is a democracy we live in…and this violates the rights of 

the people who live on the street that will have a new name.” Youmans' neighbor William 

Morehouse later described the pressure to change his address in particularly violent 

terms. He told the St. Petersburg Times, "I felt like this has been rammed down my throat, 

and as a result I'm gagging on it."
37
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 Others worried about the costs associated with renaming—again revealing a 

fiercely private and property-centric understanding of the issue. Jim Moore wondered 

who would cover the “tremendous expense” of changing letterheads and drivers' licenses 

for all of the “individuals who liv[e] there.” Paul Moore, himself a homeowner on nearby 

Ridge Street, lamented that the change would “cost these people a lot of money.” 

Councilman Clyde Bracknell, too, expressed concern about the taxpayer outlays 

associated with putting up new street signs. Yet these comments about the cost of 

commemoration would soon ring hollow: In November, City Manager Steve Spina sent a 

letter to all the households along Sixth Avenue offering each $50 to help defray the costs 

of changing addresses. This gesture did nothing to placate anti-renaming forces. Speaking 

on behalf of that opposition, William Morehouse said he did "not want the fifty bucks...I 

want my street name to stay Sixth Avenue."
38

 

 Other opponents of the name change argued at this and later meetings that 

recognizing King would come at the cost of lower property values. Here, we find 

residents trapped by the central paradox of post-Civil Rights America: the simultaneous 

rise of colorblindness along with ever-widening residential re-segregation. Property 

values weren't a racial issue, these residents wanted to say, just a lamentable 

socioeconomic fact.  Yet at the same time, they alluded to their understanding of linkages 

between neighborhood, space, race and poverty. Steeped in a racialized neoliberal 

ideology, residents expressed a sense (however inchoate) of the connection between 

white privilege and economic inequality. Racial marking, they worried, might just cause 

their property values to fall to the level of their African American neighbors who lived 
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across the railroad tracks. For those in Zephyrhills, renaming—which would render Sixth 

Avenue something other than colorless—meant that their “neighborhood ....[would] be 

perceived as a 'bad neighborhood.'”
39

 

Marcus Price was one such concerned property owner. He was sure that "the 

economic impact [would be] massive.” “It's unfortunate,” admitted Price, but the 

“impression that people get when they hear the name Martin Luther King in any city [is 

that] houses just aren't worth as much."
40

 Aaron Hill, also a Sixth Avenue homeowner, 

made a similar argument. King's “name on my street sign...[means] property values will 

go down,” he said. Just look at “any MLK boulevard in this country,” asserted Hill, 

“and...tell me the properties appreciated at the same rate as elsewhere—it’s just not true.” 

Hill positioned himself as a private citizen, in opposition to the “black community” who 

was trying to “push [King's] memory” on him against his economic interests.
41

 Ben 

Youmans called upon a similar source of authority.  “I speak as a property owner,” he told 

the crowd at one council meeting.
42

 Again and again, residents argued that individual 

homeowners should not have to suffer what they assumed would be lower property 

values in order to satisfy an abstract desire of the African-American community.  

 Still others were loath to disrupt the city's “historic character,” which was also 

implicitly defined as white.  Gerald Bliss questioned whether King should be considered 

part of “our history” at all. Bliss recommended that the renaming proceed in Otis Moody, 

but not cross over the railroad tracks, lest it run “straight through…from a white 

neighborhood to a black neighborhood.” This impulse—to bound and contain a racialized 

street name within a predominantly African-American neighborhood—has been a 
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common tactic in other cities that debated renaming a street after King.
43

 

Others were concerned with preserving the long-standing street numbering grid. 

“I don't think this makes sense as far as our history in this town goes,” Sixth Avenue 

homeowner Josh Hall said, “especially with the grid we have here.” Councilman 

Bracknell agreed; alterations to the grid, he contended, would mean visitors to the city 

might get lost. Another speaker suggested that the city preserve the grid by simply taking 

the name of “King Street”—a tiny spur off a cul-de-sac in a subdivision on the far side of 

the railroad tracks—and lengthen it to “Martin Luther King Jr. Street.” The crowd would 

have none of it. After all, Dobson originally chose Sixth Avenue precisely because it was 

well-trafficked and highly visible.
44

  

 One after another, residents of Sixth Avenue stood up on October 27, 2003 and 

offered an array of reasons why their street should not bear the name of Martin Luther 

King, Jr. Yet almost all made sure to explain that race had nothing to do with their 

position. “I don’t think this is a racialist issue,” Gail McCarthy said, even if renaming 

supporters’ racial claims of redress made it seem like “a lot of people want to make this a 

racist issue.” Ben Youmans blamed media coverage for playing up racial strife, saying, 

“It is not, as newspapers are labeling it, race and bigotry.” Jerri Hall lamented that 

“without trying to make it a racial issue,” some more “ridiculous” elements had made it 

so. When one audience member raised the specter of a racial divide haunting Zephyrhills, 

Councilman Clyde Bracknell jumped in to say, “It's not a racial issue.” Even City 

Manager Spina, himself a proponent of memorializing King, tried to tamp down the 

racial specter haunting the debate.
45

 Reflecting on the controversy in 2011, Spina thought 
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that race remained the unspoken “elephant in the room.” While the council “received a 

number of letters and emails that were very racist,” he recalled that comments “at the 

podium w[ere] usually couched in careful language.”
46

  

 Only 72-year-old Alice Reynolds—one of the city's longtime residents, whom 

Floridian historian and activist Imani Asukile refers to collectively as the “old heads”—

failed to grasp the importance of this rhetorical tactic. Speaking to a local journalist, 

Reynolds fretted that the name change would somehow impact the racial makeup of her 

neighborhood: “If I wanted to live in an integrated neighborhood, I would have...I don't 

think I'm being unreasonable wanting to live among whites.” Here Reynolds laid bare the 

racial content of the debate. But her openly racialized language revealed that she didn't 

quite know the rules of the game. By invoking the whiteness that otherwise dare not 

speak its name, Reynolds breached the colorblind consensus, the discursive convention 

that mandated only seemingly impartial, deracinated justifications for opposing 

commemoration. Unlike others who drew upon putatively colorblind sources of authority 

(such as property values or historical preservation), Reynolds could be dismissed as a 

racist outlier—a throwback to the days of hateful (if frank) language.
47

  

 In contrast, supporters of the renaming were keen to draw upon claims of historic 

African-American exclusion. For them, colorblindness was a sham; race remained the 

most productive lens through which to view the renaming and its backlash. Irene Dobson 

argued that “we deserve this much in our town,” framing the issue as one of restitution 

for the whole African-American community. If it wasn’t for “racist attitudes in 

Zephyrhills,” she later asked, “why would they not allow it?” Troyce Wilson, too, asked 
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the council to join the countless municipalities that had honored King. Speaking in 

collective terms, he beseeched the council to “give us that at least. Everybody else gets 

they want. At least let us have that. That’s all we ask for.” City Manager Spina agreed that 

renaming would be a good “way for saying thanks to the black community.”
48

 

 Blanche Benford saw the renaming as a small but meaningful step towards 

equality for Zephyrhills' oft-neglected African-Americans. “We’re asking you this 

evening to help the black community, the whole black community,” said Benford, 

“because we haven’t had a lot.” Even if her neighborhood needed “a lotta things...to be 

done over there,” it all began with “asking for one street.”
49

 Benford understood that the 

symbolic victory of renaming might lead to other material improvements for her 

neighborhood. Recently, scholars have reached a similar conclusion, finding that 

struggles for recognition of the civil rights movement can be an important component of 

the “political work of fighting for racial equality and equal rights in the U.S.”
50

 

 In spite of these pleas, opponents of renaming thought that racialized claims of 

redress were mere diversions from what they considered to be the more important issues 

at stake. Claims of racism, they argued, only served to sow seeds of division as they upset 

the delicate colorblind consensus. In a letter to editor of the St. Petersburg Times, William 

Morehouse admonished “those in favor of the name change [of] immediately play[ing] 

the race card.” If anything, he argued, it was African-Americans who were making 

renaming a divisive issue by invoking race. Unfortunately, continued Morehouse, “the 

media...only seem to discuss white racism.” Just because he “want[ed] to keep the name 

of our street and not bow to...a politically correct agenda,” he didn't think he should be 
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labeled as “racist and intolerant.”
51

 Indeed, the ethos of colorblindness—which implicitly 

defined the “normal” as “white”—demanded that the issue not be discussed in racial 

terms. Sometimes, conforming to this logic of colorblindness required bizarre 

contortions. In letter published by the Tampa Tribune, Cherith Hatwick argued that 

Martin Luther King Jr.'s legacy was being used for “racist purposes.” He claimed that 

instead of promoting unity, when “King is mentioned in our country, it lends itself to 

racial tensions.” King “wouldn't want one street named after him,” Hatwick wrote, 

because it caused so much “division,” which in turn breeds “more racial thoughts and 

behavior.”
52 

Here, it was the renaming advocates—by choosing to commemorate King—

who were inappropriately raising the specter of race in Zephyrhills. To Hatwick, pro-

renaming residents were upending the implicit understanding that race was not an 

appropriate category in public discourse. 

 
Ultimately, the council acted over and against the majority's protests by voting in 

favor of renaming 4-1. The crowd erupted—some with raucous applause, many more 

with loud boos. Councilwoman Celia Graham later defended her “yes” vote, claiming 

that the council demonstrated “the courage to go against the majority when they kn[ew] 

that the majority [wa]s not right."
53

 Councilman Bracknell cast the lone dissenting vote. 

In the next few weeks, city employees would begin to install street signs bearing Martin 

Luther King, Jr.s’ name. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

BACKLASH, RECONSIDERATION, AND NEW CHALLENGES TO RENAMING 

 

Even before the new signs went up, opponents of the name change leapt into 

action. The day after the meeting, Marcus and M.J. Price, owners of a shipping business 

on Fifth Avenue in Zephyrhills, started two petitions: one to overturn the renaming and 

one to recall the council members (Cathi Compton, Elizabeth Geiger, Celia Graham and 

Lance Smith) who had voted for the proposal. Asked why he’d taken such drastic action, 

Marcus Price explained that he was "tired of everybody just rolling over and doing what 

they're told because of political correctness.”
54

  

The Prices’ recall petition claimed that these four council members were guilty of 

“wrongdoing or corruption by a public official,” since they had done the “opposite of 

what their constituents requested of them.” Yet recall was never a likely outcome of their 

campaign, which garnered fewer than one hundred signatures. According to Zephyrhills’ 

municipal codes, at least ten percent of the city’s registered voters (about 720 people) had 

to sign on to begin recall proceedings.
55

 In contrast, the petition to overturn the renaming 

itself was immensely popular. Scores and scores of people streamed into the Prices’ store 

to sign up and express their outrage. In less than two weeks, they collected over 450 

signatures.  

Armed with this petition, the Prices were able to add a “reconsideration” of the 

renaming to the council’s agenda on the evening of November 10, 2003.
56

 That night, 

Councilwoman Cathi Compton—perhaps pressured by her inclusion on the recall 
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petition—moved that Resolution #535-03 be rescinded. Clyde Bracknell, who had never 

supported renaming, seconded her motion.  

Bracknell then put forward a novel reason for the council to invalidate the 

renaming: Irene Dobson was not actually a resident of Zephyrhills, since she lived just 

outside the city limits in Otis Moody. “It’s not justifiable for a person, basically from 

outside the city,” he said, to propose something “which would have such an impact on 

those who live in, and pay taxes to the city.” Should “those people who don’t pay taxes,” 

Bracknell asked, “…decide how that money should be spent?”
57

 Some in the audience 

took up Bracknell’s provocation, asking why Dobson—suddenly an “outsider” —was 

allowed to affect city policy. After assuring the assembled that it was “not a black and 

white issue,” Ben Youmans reminded the council that they were “elected by residents of 

Zephyrhills—not [of neighboring] Dade City, not Pasco County.” “Why,” he asked,” 

were “non-residents of this city…allowed to speak?”
58

 

Supporters of renaming questioned this logic, pointing to Zephyrhills’ long and 

painful history of residential segregation. These speakers framed attempts to disqualify 

Dobson’s proposal as an affront to the entire African-American community. Marvin 

Knight, who drove in from Tampa just to speak at the meeting, scolded Bracknell for 

trying to cast Dobson as an outsider. “You segregated them, said Knight. “Here… across 

the tracks, you’ve put all the black people.” Others, like Pat Borghi, had felt the sting of 

exclusion personally. “They kept us across on the other side of those tracks for all those 

years. It was dehumanizing…This is a white, racist, little town.” Lynda Perry, who lived 

at the intersection of 24
th

 Street and Sixth Avenue, argued that the “city owed [the name 
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change] to the blacks” as long-due redress for years of discrimination and exclusion. 

Without some sort of formal recognition—in the form of this memorial to King—

African-Americans would have “nothing here we can identify with.” 
59

 

While few white residents dared to upset the implicit colorblind consensus (much 

less speak on behalf of whiteness and its privileges), supporters of renaming were eager 

to expose what they saw as the racial dimension at the heart of the controversy. A friend 

of Dobson’s, Margarita Romo, believed that “there’s no way it’s not a black or white 

issue…I think the words—racism and prejudice—are two words that nobody wants to 

say. But they’re there. They’re real.” Lynda Perry thought the divide spoke to the “two 

histories of Zephyrhills” —one white, one black. And Joyce Harrold thought it was time 

for people who didn’t “want black people living across the tracks, in [their] 

neighborhood…to wake up.” Even if some pretended it wasn’t a factor, Harrold was sure 

that it was all “about race.”  

Harrold and other renaming advocates hoped the city could adopt a measure of 

cross-racial communalism—to “unite and come together as one and forget the color of 

our skin.” The only way to combat fierce localism and neoliberal spatial practice, they 

argued, was collective dialogue and unity. City Manager Steve Spina also lamented the 

deep “division within the community.” He suggested that both sides “go back to our 

churches and our schools …to bring each other together. Because unless we learn to talk 

together, it’s hopeless.”
60

 Even though the council voted down Compton’s motion that 

would have repealed renaming, 3-2, the issue was far from settled. Those opposing the 

name change regrouped in anticipation of the April 2004 city council elections. 
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The April 2004 elections became a city-wide referendum on the street renaming 

issue. Two candidates for city council, Gina King and RJ Morgan, both vowed to rescind 

the council's decision to rename Sixth Avenue if elected.  On April 13, Zephyrhills went 

to the polls. The results revealed the “smoldering unrest” over the council's position on 

renaming. Gina King deposed pro-name change incumbent Lance Smith, garnering 510 

total votes. RJ Morgan nearly defeated long-time councilmember and renaming 

proponent Elizabeth Geiger, losing by only one vote.
61

 

King—who had no prior political experience—was inspired to run after she 

discovered a long-forgotten 1987 city code, Ordinance #417, that required those who 

request changes to street names reside within the city limits and along the street in 

question.
62

 Irene Dobson—who lived in the underbounded Otis Moody neighborhood and 

on a street just off of Sixth Avenue—did not meet either qualification. Challenging the 

renaming on these juridicial grounds provided an air of impartiality to King's campaign. 

Instead of coming off as a hidebound racist (a charge she denied repeatedly in public 

interviews), King positioned herself as a racially unmarked defender of Zephyrhills' 

municipal codes.
63

 Yet she and her supporters neglected to mention the statute's 

discriminatory dimension, which effectively excluded those living just past the city limits 

from civic participation. And no one who invoked Ordinance #417 saw fit to mention the 

history of residential segregation that had once compelled African-Americans to live in 

those fringe areas. 

In her very first action as a city council member, King raised the issue of 

Ordinance #417 and moved that the council reverse the renaming. King claimed that the 
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city had changed the name of Sixth Avenue too quickly. If the council had taken the time 

to “research the request, or...peruse the street naming ordinances,” King believed that 

they would not have decided to abrogate “the rights of Sixth Avenue property owners.” 

Like countless others, she also invoked the sanctity of Zephyrhills' grid system, arguing it 

was “in the best interest of the city to keep the numerical grid system in place...from a 

historical perspective...since Sixth Avenue has been established since the early days of 

Zephyrhills.”
64

 

Yet again, the council opened the meeting to allow for public input. And as before, 

proponents of renaming argued that their opponents were hiding behind legalistic 

loopholes to obscure more sinister motives. Gary Ward, a schoolteacher in Zephyrhills, 

thought that Gina King was perverting the municipal codes to silence Dobson and the rest 

of the African-American community. “The true nature of tonight’s events are masked by 

the same re-interpretation of laws that have been used to shackle free people in this 

country,” Ward said.  

Others maintained that the commemoration was an appropriate recompense for 

decades of racial discrimination. Richard Peyton (who grew up in nearby Dade City and 

resided in Pasco County) got emotional as he remembered the racism he suffered as a 

youth. “I’m 34 years old. When I was a teenager, I felt like a criminal…the police often 

treated us like we was slaves...They beat us, handcuffed [us], hit us with water hoses, 

they beat us up with billy clubs—they had dogs.” He hoped this history would merit a 

memorial—if not for his sake, then for his children. “See, when I was going to school, we 

didn’t have a chance to learn about black figures...But what about our kids? They have a 
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future.” Commissioner Eunice Penix, mayor pro tem of Dade City, was shocked that so 

many wanted to take down the Martin Luther King, Jr. signs. Positive that it came down 

to “a racial issue,” she urged the assembled to “stop these Jim Crow ideas,” reminding 

them that “we are not living in the 1930s. This is not Rosa Park's days.”
65

  

 Defenders of renaming hoped to transcend self-interest and racial divisiveness 

with appeals to cross-racial unity.. African-American religious leaders, in particular, 

called for an end to the rancor—even as they reiterated the deep significance of renaming 

for their community.
66

 Reverend J. Pickett exhorted the crowd to try and look beyond 

their individual interests: “All we ask for is justice. Now if a few people don’t like it? 

Who cares—it’s necessary [to] give up something...But no money will help to ease up our 

pain. What we need to do now is hold hands and say, ‘give the people what they want.'”
67

 

Reverend Eddie Nunn, pastor at Otis Moody's Macedonia Mission Baptist Church, struck 

a similar chord. At an earlier meeting, he suggested that white residents take a moment to 

see the issue “through the eyes of black people,” arguing that “we need to remember the 

contributions that Martin Luther King Jr. made for all Americans, white and black.”
68

  

City Manager Spina also tried in vain to foster some city-wide solidarity. He 

emphasized the symbolic importance of Sixth Avenue, which cut through neighborhoods 

on both sides of the historically-divisive railroad tracks. For Spina, the renamed avenue 

would stand as a perfect symbol for cross-racial accord. “If the street signs and names 

were only in the black neighborhood, then we would have done nothing,” said Spina. “It 

would have been hollow. [By removing King's name] we would be saying, ‘stay in your 

place, we will stay in our place. Changing the street name will not end this issue...All it 
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will do will shift the anger and frustration from the west side of the railroad tracks back 

to the east side of the railroad tracks, where anger and frustration have simmered for too 

long.” Only by looking past individual interests, he explained, could Zephyrhills “move 

forward.”
69

  

 After all the council members weighed in, they voted on King's motion to restore 

Sixth Avenue's original name. It passed, 3-2. (Elizabeth Geiger and Celia Graham, always 

steadfast supporters of commemorating King, were in the minority.) After the vote, Irene 

Dobson lamented that supposed colorblindness only went so far, saying, “They just don't 

want the street name because [Martin Luther King, Jr.] is black...they don't realize what 

he's done for America.” Dobson and fellow renaming advocate Elaine Jones refused to be 

silenced by the newly-discovered ordinance. They vowed to protest the decision, assuring 

the council that one way or another, their community’s “voice would be heard.”
70
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CHAPTER 5 

 

PROTESTS AND COMPROMISE 

 

 In the days that followed, supporters of renaming took to the streets to display 

their displeasure with the council's actions. Every day for two weeks, somewhere 

between thirty and fifty protestors picketed at Zephyrhills' downtown intersections, out in 

front of City Hall and along Sixth Avenue—literally reclaiming the space that they had 

been denied an opportunity to rename.
71

 Television trucks from local and national 

networks covered their every move. Even the New York Times took notice of events in 

Zephyrhills.
72

  

 Many came to prove that in spite of living in an neighborhood outside the city 

limits, their opinions mattered in the community. Protesters carried signs that read, 

“Silent No More — Our Voices Will Be Heard.” Telisha McKenzie, too, wanted to “do 

what I can to make sure our voices are heard.”
73

 Equating his disenfranchisement with 

the dashed hopes of blacks in the post-Reconstruction South, Tommy Harris wrote that 

the council had “once again stripped us of our dignity, pride and respect.”
74

 

 Other protesters hoped to expose the controversy’s oft-denied racial subtext. 

Fourteen-year-old student Nick Graham (who is white) laid bare what he saw as the real 

motivation for anti-renaming forces: “The people that are against it are citing false 

reasons—in their heart they're racist.” A peer at school even accused Graham of betraying 

an unspoken code of white solidarity, asking him why he was protesting “for what he 

thought was a black issue.”
75

 Mae Pickett was reminded of the racist attitudes that flared 

up when Zephyrhills High School was first integrated in 1970. “It's 2004 and we're still 
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fighting for respect,” she said. Pickett argued that the controversy came down to “racism, 

plain and simple.”
76

 Blanche Benford, a long-time Pasco County activist, believed that a 

dark undercurrent ran just below the impartial appeals to property values and historical 

preservation. “This isn't just about a street,” Benford said. “It's about racism being quietly 

hidden.”
77

  

Yet even after weeks of highly-visible protests, foes of renaming still privileged 

their colorblind conceptions of the controversy. They continued to couch their arguments 

in terms of their property rights and concerns over city ordinances, all while downplaying 

the fact that some saw the issue in terms of race. Rich LaCasse maintained that “it has 

nothing to do with racism.” Instead, it came down to the council “ma[king] changes on 

my turf without my knowledge.” Others suspected more conspiratorial forces. In a letter 

to the Tampa Tribune titled “Race Not Issue,” Judy Kimball argued that City Manager 

Spina fabricated the racial tensions in order to “take the heat off his mess-up.” It was 

Spina, she wrote, who “decided there is a racial problem in Zhills [sic]. And all of you 

bought into it.” The issue was “not about race. It is about politics as usual in this town.”
78

  

Their comments reveal the true cost of adhering to the seemingly innocuous 

language of the colorblind consensus: By precluding race from public discourse, it 

became impossible to articulate or even acknowledge the reasons for (and importance of) 

renaming to the African-American community. Invoking race, these anti-renaming 

residents argued, distracted from the discussion of more pressing concerns—those of 

property values, individual rights, municipal ordinances and historical preservation. 

Repeated with an incantational fervor, these claims ultimately served to deny the 
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legitimacy of renaming proponents’ call for commemoration and recognition. 

After nearly ten days of protests, the recently-created Zephyrhills Unity Initiative, 

whose members included Councilwoman Elizabeth Geiger, Irene Dobson, Blanche 

Benford and Elaine Jones, met in private. They hoped to negotiate a compromise, 

amenable to a majority of the city council, that would prevent the signs from coming 

down on Sixth Avenue. On May 10, the night of the council’s final review of the issue, 

Geiger revealed the product of these backroom negotiations: an amendment that would 

formally restore Sixth Avenue’s name on maps and city records but maintain the existing 

street signs commemorating Martin Luther King, Jr.
79

 Geiger did not have enough votes 

on the council to keep Sixth Avenue from reverting back to its original name, but she was 

able to convince the whole council (save Gina King) to approve of the compromise 

amendment to leave up the “Martin Luther King Jr.” signs as a gesture of goodwill. As 

Geiger explained later, the plan provided a measure of comfort to both sides: it allowed 

residents of Sixth Avenue to revert to their old addresses even as it placated pro-renaming 

protesters who demanded that signs bearing King’s name remain on display. Lavaunne 

Miller, chairwoman of the Pasco County Democratic Executive Committee, applauded 

the outcome, praising the council’s “mediation skills” and the commitment of those 

“peaceful protesters who…stayed to the successful end.”
80

 

 In the months to follow, Zephyrhills tried to ease tensions by hosting a series of 

diversity workshops led by race-relations consultant (and Tampa poet laureate) James 

Tokley. These sessions, mandatory for city employees, also drew a few dozen residents. 

Yet even in this carefully managed space, few addressed the city’s legacy of racial animus 
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in explicit terms. Speaking under the cover of “diversity” and “tolerance of difference” 

(as Tokley advised) allowed residents to superficially acknowledge racial divides in their 

city. But without a frank—and difficult—conversation about what it would take to 

achieve meaningful equality and residential integration, praising “diversity” simply 

reaffirmed Zephyrhills’ long-standing (and seemingly natural) legacy of differential 

privilege and racial exclusion.
81

  

Unsurprisingly, these workshops did little to mollify those who had always 

opposed the name change. In the winter of 2004, public administration students from the 

University of South Florida surveyed Zephyrhills residents. Their results revealed 

resentments still simmering just below the surface: 74% of respondents remained 

steadfastly opposed to the council’s earlier renaming efforts.
82

 In April 2005, Zephyrhills 

showed their dissatisfaction at the polls. Voters elected 18-year-old Danny Burgess—who 

as a high-school student had been an outspoken critic of renaming—to the city council, 

replacing pro-renaming incumbent Celia Graham.
83

 Zephyrhills would need more than a 

handful of diversity training workshops if it hoped to truly grapple with its vexing racial 

issues. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

   

The Zephyrhills case has much us to teach us about the difficulties of talking about race 

in early twenty-first-century America. Here was a seemingly perfect opportunity to come 

to terms with—and with a bit of encouragement, perhaps work through—Zephyrhills’ 

legacy of racial exclusion and discrimination. Yet almost without exception, foes of 

renaming refused to acknowledge the specter of race that haunted the controversy. 

Instead, they couched their arguments in terms of property values, city ordinances, 

individual rights and the preservation of the city’s historical character.  

The naiveté with which anti-renaming forces deployed these ostensibly race-

neutral defenses speaks to how naturalized (and invisible) an ethos of colorblindness had 

become. Throughout the debate, Zephyrhills residents maintained that any invocation of 

race was either irrelevant or diversionary from the “real” economic and legal issues at 

stake. Others argued that by bringing up the possibility of a racial divide, African-

Americans were upsetting a fragile colorblind consensus—the tacit agreement that race 

would no longer be in play in public discourse. Such facile visions of a colorblind society 

not only occlude the history of intolerance and exclusion that produced that worldview, 

but they also hinder efforts to come to terms with race as an important factor in American 

life. Replacing old racial epithets with new, seemingly innocent signifiers (property 

values, historical preservation or individual rights) merely adds a layer of subterfuge to 

our public conversations about race and inequality. In the end, denial and silence will 

never render race meaningless.   
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That said, studies have found that attitudes towards African-Americans have 

improved dramatically in the past several decades. Most white Americans now abstractly 

support the idea of “equal treatment...integration [and] economic progress for blacks.” 

Yet this goodwill only goes so far. As soon as remedial initiatives “change or impact their 

way of life,” people begin to chafe.
84

 Armed with this insight, some would claim that 

Irene Dobson could have avoided the uproar had she simply chosen to rename an 

unpopulated side street or the eastern, predominantly African-American stretch of Sixth 

Avenue. Yet that would have undermined Dobson’s key reason for selecting Sixth 

Avenue—she wanted King’s name to serve as a highly-visible reminder of Zephyrhills’ 

African-American community. And worse still, it would have reinscribed the same sort of 

racialized divisions and exclusions that she meant to challenge.  

On the other side of the debate were those residents who championed Dobson’s 

renaming proposal. As we have seen at length above, they had little use for the colorblind 

consensus: they thought of race as the most productive way to view the controversy. This 

is understandable given that many lived in Otis Moody, a neighborhood subject to a long 

history of residential segregation. Indeed, I would argue that the experience of living in 

this space served as a sort of pedagogy. Residents had learned to resist the localism and 

self-interest of unspoken whiteness with languages of solidarity and cross-racial unity. 

Irene Dobson and her primarily African-American supporters—many the victims of 

residential exclusion and underbounding—were thus uniquely privileged in one respect: 

they were the only ones who could speak to the deep racial divide plaguing Zephyrhills.
85
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With their communal outpouring of words and protests, those who fought for 

renaming challenged the colorblind consensus. Even if they did not succeed in rolling 

back its pernicious grip on the white imagination, they did manage to open up new 

avenues for talking and thinking through the persistent problem of race in their city. 

Perhaps their efforts will inspire others to do the same. 
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FIGURE 1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Location of Pasco County within Florida (at right) and of 

Zephyrhills within Pasco County (dark highlighted area in 

figure at left).  
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FIGURE 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many early Zephyrhills residents came to work in its 
lumber mills. Scores of  African-American laborers and 
their families lived in cabins (above right) that dotted 
the Krusen Timber Company’s segregated “quarters” 
on the far side of  the railroad tracks, shown here in a 
1930s photo. Later, African-American residents would 
build churches and schools on this and neighboring lots. 
In the late 1950s, developer Otis Moody replaced the 
cabins with a handful of  modest homes.  

(Source: Florida Memory Photographic Collection, Florida 
Division of  Library and Information Services) 
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Irene Dobson (left) and Councilwoman Gina King 
(right) at the April 26, 2004 city council meeting. 

(Source: St. Petersburg Times) 


